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On pressurizing at temperatures near 130 K, hexagonal and cubic ices transform implosively at
0.8–1 GPa. The phase produced on transformation has the lowest thermal conductivity among the
known crystalline ices and its value decreases on increase in temperature. An ice phase of similar
thermal conductivity is produced also when high-density amorphous ice kept at 1 GPa transforms on
slow heating when the temperature reaches;155 K. These unusual formation conditions, the
density and its distinguished thermal conductivity, all indicate that a distinct crystal phase of ice has
been produced. ©2004 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1703523#
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I. INTRODUCTION

There are at least 13 crystalline forms of solid water. T
of these, namely, ices II, III, IV, V, VI, VII, VIII, IX, X, and
XII, are produced at high pressures1 and three, hexagona
and cubic ices and ice XI, are produced at ambient press
There are also four amorphous forms of solid water,1,2 ~i!
glassy water and the vapor-deposited solid water,1 ~ii ! high-
density amorph~HDA!,1,2 ~iii ! low-density amorph~LDA !,1,2

and ~iv! a very high-density amorph~VHDA !.3 Thus the
phase diagram of water is uniquely rich: it contains a vari
of metastable and stable crystalline solids and incorpor
features of both reversible and irreversible solid–solid tra
formations.

While the crystalline phases of water have been
equivocally established, the amorphous states have not
so. For example, it has been thought that there may b
first-order ~reversible! transition between HDA and LDA
and this has led to the inference that there may be two st
of liquid water, separated by a pressure-temperature p
boundary. This subject has been comprehensively revie
recently4,5 and the possibility of the transition examined
context of the known results, but the issue of such a tra
tion has remained unresolved.Ex situperformed neutron and
x-ray-diffraction6–8 and Raman spectroscopy studies9 have
shown that when HDA and LDA are kept at a fixed tempe
ture at ambient pressure, amorphous solids of continuo
different structures are formed. But still there are differen
in the interpretation, as to how much of that change is du
structural relaxation of these phases and how much f
actual HDA to LDA transformation. Kozaet al.7 have con-
cluded that their results ‘‘meet the conditions for a first-ord
transition’’ ~between LDA and HDA!. However, the view
that there may be a first-order transition10 has now been re
vised and it has been stated, ‘‘In this respect, the LDA–H

a!Electronic mail: joharig@mcmaster.ca
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transformation observed in numerical simulation@7–9#
should not be taken as proof of the existence of a liqu
liquid transition.’’11 The above mentioned observations6–9

and revision11 seem to call for reconsideration of our unde
standing of water’s amorphous solids.

As part of our extensive study of the conditions for fo
mation of HDA by pressurizing hexagonal ice~ice Ih!, we
had critically examined12 the results that had been taken
indicate a first-order transition between HDA and LDA. W
had found that experimental data in fact did not show
reversibility of the HDA–LDA transition at a fixed tempera
ture and pressure. Remarkably, our studies12 also showed
that the state formed by pressurizing hexagonal ice at;130
K continued to transform and/or to densify at a fixed pre
sure. This latter observation led to the conclusion that th
may also be a continuity of amorphous states between th
of HDA and VHDA.12 Therefore instead of only three amo
phs that form via the pressure amorphization of hexago
and cubic ices, a virtually infinite number of continuous
distinct amorphs~varying in structure and properties betwe
those of VHDA and LDA! can form via the pressure amo
phization of these ices.

Here we report a detailed study of the conditions
formation of the high-density amorph by pressurizing he
agonal ice~ice Ih! and cubic ice~ice Ic!. We find that at a
relatively high temperatures of;130 K, partially amor-
phized ice Ih and Ic spontaneously transform to a den
solid whose thermal conductivity is lowest amongst t
known ice phases, and its magnitude decreases on heatin
is expected for a typical crystal phase. We also find tha
solid of the same thermal conductivity forms when the hig
density amorph kept at a fixed pressure of 1 GPa is he
from 130 K to a temperature above 155 K, thus providi
two sets of pressure–temperature conditions for produc
this phase. The massive high pressure apparatus use
such measurements prevented us from observing the diff
tion pattern of this ice phase. Also the slow heat transfe
2 © 2004 American Institute of Physics
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9613J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 120, No. 20, 22 May 2004 An ice phase of lowest thermal conductivity
the sample prevented us from quenching it to 77 K, which
required for performingex situdiffraction studies at ambien
pressure. Since most high-pressure phases of ice had
discovered in the earlier part of the last century without d
fraction studies, structural identification of the phase form
here does not seem essential at this stage. When mor
phisticated equipment become available, the crystalline
phase of lowest thermal conductivity, which is formed he
in conditions different from those known for other ices, c
be identified.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

Thermal conductivityk of the ice phases was used as
distinctive property for detecting different phase transform
tions, and for identifying the various ice phases. The m
surement assembly consisted of a 37-mm internal diam
25-ml capacity Teflon vessel with a built-in 0.1-mm-diame
Ni-wire ring as hot-wire probe and a thermocouple as te
perature sensor. It was tightly inserted in a 45-mm inter
diameter high-pressure cylinder. The vessel was filled w
;20 ml of water purified by using Milli-Q® Ultrapure Wa-
terSystems, sealed with a 5-mm-thick tightly fitting Teflo
cover and the piston inserted. The assembly was pressu
to 0.07 GPa and then cooled at an initial rate of about
K/min to the desired temperatureT by means of a built-in
helium cryostat. After the water froze to ice Ih, the press
p on the sample was raised~or lowered! at the desired rate by
means of computer-controlled hydraulic system that mo
the piston inside the cylinder. Ice Ic was made by depres
izing a high pressure ice phase top,0.07 GPa, and then
slowly heating the sample. Its formation was monitored
measuring the thermal conductivity as before.12,13

In a typical experiment, samples of ices Ih and Ic we
maintained at a fixedT at several temperatures in the 120
130-K temperature range. At a fixed temperature, the p
sure was increased at the rate of 0.1 GPa/h. Cooling
heating of the samples were done at the rate of 5–30 K
Because of the exceptionally slow rates of the pressure
temperature changes, our results do contain the co
quences of the long time~48–72 h! taken to prepare and t
in situ study the high-density amorph and other ices t
could form. Also the sample size here is much larger th
used in the earlier studies. The quantities needed for de
mining k were measured in real time and the temperat
and pressure were automonitored by computer controls
tinuously during the course of an experiment, which its
took several days of 24 h operation. The accuracy of data
60.05 GPa forp ~at 1 GPa and 100 K!, 60.3 K for T and
63% for k.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Ice Ih was first pressurized at an approximately fixedT,
and itsk was measured continuously in real time. The plot
its k againstp is provided~circles! in Fig. 1. The inverted
sigmoid-shape decrease ink, which is observed here over th
0.75–0.95-GPa range, shows, as before,12,13 that ice Ih is
beginning to amorphize.@To avoid confusion, only the
amorph formed by pressurizing ice Ih at 77 K~Refs. 1 and 2!
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is henceforth called HDA.# As the pressure was continuous
increased we expected that the sample’sk could decrease to
the characteristic low value of 0.70 W m21 K21 for the high-
density amorph at a pressure of 1.1 GPa.13 But this did not
occur. Instead, a loud implosive sound came from the p
sure vessel, the pressure decreased instantaneously from
to 0.85 GPa. Simultaneously,k increased from 1.15 to 2.1
W m21 K21 and the temperature increased from 128 to 1
K. The changes observed in the pressure andk values are
shown by the filled squares in Fig. 1. The pressure and t
perature were autorestored to pre-implosion values a
thereafter, the pressure on the sample was decreased t
GPa at a controlled rate and itsk was continuously mea
sured. Thesek values are plotted as open squares in Fig.

During the course of programmed increasing of the pr
sure on ice Ih and Ic at 120–130 K several samples implo
similarly at 0.85–1.0 GPa. The changes observed in the p
sure, temperature, andk on these implosions were close
similar to those described in connection with Fig. 1. T
implosion, i.e., a decrease in volume, and the attend
changes in the pressure and temperature indicate that an
thermic transformation to a denser phase has occurred.
stress that the piston in our pressure assembly moved fr
and continuously, which is in contrast to those in earlier st
ies at 77 K,2,14,15 in which the piston frequently jammed b
increased friction between it and the pressure vessel. Th
fore there was no sudden release of the piston after overc
ing of this friction, which could have increased the tempe
ture. We conclude that the decrease in volume and
increase in temperature didnot causeconversion of the high-
density amorph to a still denser crystalline ice phase. Inste
they were theconsequencesof this conversion.

The pressure on the ices thus formed was decrea
from the autorestored pre-implosion value, which varied
different samples, to;0.1 or 0.15 GPa at a controlled rate
the range of;0.05–0.1 GPa/h. Simultaneously, the samp
were cooled to;110 K, at the rate of;3–6 K/h rate. There-
after, the samples were heated at 15 K/h, while theirk was

FIG. 1. Thermal conductivity of ice Ih is plotted against pressure at;130
K, before and during its transformation to the high-density amorph~circles!.
~The slope-discontinuity in the 0.4–0.5-GPa range is caused by slow
perature changes during pressurization, and the vertical decrease at
GPa occurred whenp was kept fixed.! The slight rise ofk in the 0.95 to 0.60
GPa range after transformation to the metastable ice is at least partly d
decreasingT from 128 to 113 K during depressurization, but may also
caused when any residual high-density amorph had transformed.
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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9614 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 120, No. 20, 22 May 2004 Andersson, Johari, and Suga
measured continuously. The plots ofk againstT for two such
samples at pressures of 0.1 and 0.15 GPa are present
Fig. 2~a!. It is evident thatk decreases with increase inT
initially. This is followed by a small sigmoid-shape rise ink
over the temperature range of 150–165 K in one case, an
152–170 K in the other. The sample kept at 0.1 GPa w
continuously heated and itsk ~denoted by triangles! showed
a second sigmoid-shape increase and finally a slight decr
at ;175 K. The sample kept at 0.15 GPa was depressur
to 0.06 GPa at a temperature of;175 K and then cooled. Its
k ~shown by squares! increased on cooling, as shown by do
in Fig. 2~a!. A comparison of the magnitude of itsk against
that of other ices16 showed that ice Ic had formed. This
labeled accordingly in Fig. 2~a!. The first sigmoid-shape in
crease ink for the two samples, one at 0.1 GPa and
second, at 0.15 GPa in Fig. 2~a!, indicates that the sampl
has transformed to a mixture of several ice phases, or
phase containing stacking faults prior to its full conversion
ice Ic. ~Although not shown here, it is worth noting tha
when this ice Ic was subsequently pressurized at 128 K
also underwent an implosive transition but at a pressure
1.08 GPa and produced a phase with approximately the s
k value as given for the metastable ice in Fig. 1.!

In several of our experiments, increase in the pressur
samples of ice Ih kept in the temperature range of 120–
K, completely transformed the samples to a high-den
amorph, i.e., no implosion occurred during the pressur
tion. When this high-density amorph wasin situ heated at 1
GPa, its thermal conductivity increased on heating v
slowly first, and then abruptly at;159 K. An exothermic
effect, i.e., temperature rise, occurred in the 155–157

FIG. 2. ~a! Thermal conductivity of the metastable ice is plotted againstT at
the indicatedp. The increase ink beginning at;150 K is due to transfor-
mation to another state and finally to ice Ic, both on continued heating
on cooling from ;175 K. ~b! Thermal conductivity of the high-density
amorph at 1 GPa heated from 115 K. Solid squares are for the high-de
amorph, open squares are for the metastable ice phase~cooling and heating!,
and triangles are for ice VI. The solid line is from Ref. 16.
Downloaded 06 May 2004 to 130.113.74.124. Redistribution subject to A
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range. This indicates that a spontaneous transformatio
the amorph had occurred to another phase of ice. Althougk
increased abruptly when this transformation occurred, th
was no significant decrease in pressure or volume.

Figure 2~b! shows the results from one such experime
on the high-density amorph formed. The amorph had b
produced by pressurizing ice Ih at 130 K to 1.2 GPa. T
pressure was decreased from 1.2 to 1.0 GPa and the tem
ture from 130 to 115 K. The sample was then kept at a fix
pressure of 1.0 GPa and heated at the rate of 18 K/h. W
the temperature reached;155 K, the sample spontaneous
transformed and itsk increased by a factor of 3 as indicate
by the large arrow. The transformed sample was sub
quently cooled. Itsk increased and reached within;5% of
the k value obtained here for the distinct phase which h
formed by implosive transformation of ice Ih and Ic, as
shown~metastable ice! in Figs. 1 and 2~a!.

A subsequent experiment was performed for measu
the change in the properties of the ice phase obtained
heating the high-density amorph at;1.0 GPa. In this experi-
ment, the ice phase thus obtained was cooled while itsk was
being measured in real time. Thisk value is plotted agains
the temperature in Fig. 2~b! and is shown by squares and a
arrow indicating the cooling.@As in Figs. 1 and 2~a!, this
sample has been cautiously labeled as a ‘‘metastable i
mainly because its phase boundary is not known, and it is
certain that it has a thermodynamic region of stability in t
p–T diagram of water.# The sample was then heated, and
k is also plotted in Fig. 2~b! and shown by an arrow next t
the square notation for the data points. It is evident that itk
value retraces the curve obtained on cooling, thereby indi
ing the reproducibility of the measured values and the sta
ity of the state of the sample.

On heating the distinct phase at 1 GPa beyond 195 K
k showed a small sigmoid-shape increase beginning at;198
K, thus indicating a transformation to another ice pha
which continued until the temperature reached;205 K dur-
ing this heating. The finalk value was compared against th
k values known for other high pressure crystalline ices
given in Ref. 16, and it was found that this value is with
4% of thek value for ice VI at 1 GPa. For convenience
comparison, a smooth curve has been drawn in Fig. 2~b! to
show the known variation ofk of ice VI taken from Ref. 16.
We conclude that slow heating of the distinct phase, wh
had been formed here by heating the amorph at 1.0 G
transforms the distinct~metastable ice! phase to ice VI. In
summary, a metastable crystalline ice phase of lowesk
formed in two ways,~i! implosively during the amorphiza
tion of ice Ih and ice Ic at 130 K, and~ii ! on heating the
high-density amorph at 1 GPa from 130 K when the te
perature reached;155 K. On heating at a fixed pressure
1 GPa, this metastable phase began to transform to ice
when the temperature reached 198 K.

In these studies, more than ten sets of experime
showed the same transformations of ice Ih or Ic occurring
the same pressure range. But the exact pressure of implo
varied with the temperature, pressure, thermal history, mic
structural details, and contaminants of the sample. It is e
dent that this transformation basically differs from the va

d
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ous transformations observed earlier, such as those wher
XII formed via HDA as a result of a shock wave.17

It should also be stressed that the structure and pro
ties of an amorph formed at high pressures vary with thp
and T conditions by which it has been produced.2 For ex-
ample, HDA produced by slowly increasing and carefu
controlling the pressure on ice Ih at 77 K and keeping
pressure at 1.7 GPa for a long duration was found to ha
density as high as;1.30 g/ml at ambient pressure and 7
K.18 Also, it has not been widely recognized that HDA itse
had shown structural differences in some of the earliest
fraction studies. For example, the position of the first sh
x-ray diffraction peak in the structure factor of HDA is
2.10 Å21 in the study in Ref. 14, and at 2.25 Å21 in the study
in Ref. 6. Therefore it is likely that the high-density amor
produced here, by allowing a longer time for pressure
increase to;1 GPa at a higher temperature of;130 K,
would not be the same as the HDA produced by relativ
rapidly increasing the pressure to;1 GPa and 77
K.2,3,14,15,17,19–21Loertinget al.3 have shown that when HDA
at a pressure in the range of;0.8–1.9 GPa is heated from 7
to 165 K it gradually densifies by;9% to a very high-
density amorph~VHDA !. But the high-density amorph her
at a fixed pressure of 1 GPa shows, in Fig. 2~b!, that on
gradual heating it abruptly transforms at;155 K. In their
later studies,22 however, they also found that heating of HD
at ;1.09 GPa transforms it to ice XII at 175 K, after it ha
densified considerably.

For the purpose of comparing thek value of the meta-
stable crystalline ice phase produced here against thek value
of other ices as well as for placing this distinct phase
context with other ices, we summarize the thermal cond
tivity data of HDA ~the then labeled high-density amorph!,
LDA,13 and of crystalline phases of ice16 in Fig. 3 and also
show the variation in their thermal conductivity with th

FIG. 3. Thermal conductivity of the metastable phase and of several c
talline ices is plotted againstT at the indicatedp. For comparison, the value
for the high-density amorph and LDA taken from Ref. 13 are included. T
data for the other ices are from Ref. 16. The dashed line is fork}T21.
Downloaded 06 May 2004 to 130.113.74.124. Redistribution subject to A
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temperature. The range of temperature and pressure
which data have been provided is limited by both the th
modynamic stability range of the ices and the limits of th
mal conductivity measurements on them. A comparison
the plots clearly shows that the ice phase formed here has
lowest thermal conductivity among all ices in their stabili
range.

Although it is not the main objective of this paper, w
discuss the structural aspects that may cause a low the
conductivity of the distinct crystalline ice phase produc
here. First, we recall that any change that favors stro
phonon–phonon umklapp scattering, which are caused
anharmonic lattice vibrations, decreases the thermal con
tivity. However, the low value of thermal conductivity of th
ice phase produced here is most likelynot due to an excep-
tionally large anharmonic lattice vibrations in comparis
with similar contributions in other ices. We attribute this lo
value to microstructural disorder in addition to any prot
disorder in the structure of this distinct crystal phase.

Some idea of the role of anharmonicity of phonons m
be gained from the following consideration. Earlier studie23

of thermal conductivity of both ice Ih before and after i
proton ordering to ice XI have shown that anharmonicity
phonons decreases on proton ordering of ice Ih to ice XI
alternatively increases on proton disordering of ice XI to
Ih. But the increase in the anharmonicity of phonons t
occurs on proton disordering is not sufficient to decreask
by more than;20%. Moreover, the increase in umklap
scattering consequent to increase in anharmonicity does
affect the temperature dependence ofk, unless some othe
scattering process is also being significant in limitingk. In
fact, the temperature dependence ofk can be a guide for
determination of the main cause for phonon scattering.
make use of this, we determine the temperature depend
of thermal conductivity, i.e., (d ln k/d ln T)0.15 GPa of the
phase produced here from our data in Fig. 2~a!. Its value is
20.6. This (d ln k/d ln T)0.15 GPavalue is significantly more
than the value of21.0 that is expected at temperatures abo
the Debye temperature for a crystal in which umklapp sc
tering strongly dominates. Therefore the value
(d ln k/d ln T)0.15 GPa520.6 for the distinct crystal phas
shows that umklapp scattering is probably dominant, but t
there should also be another scattering source, with we
temperature dependence, which enhances the pho
scattering.

In a further analysis, we combine the results provided
Figs. 2~a! and 2~b! and obtain the pressure coefficient of th
thermal conductivity, (d ln k/dp)130 K. Its value is 0.15
GPa21. Since a large lattice anharmonicity is likely to cau
strong pressure dependence ofk, this low value of
(d ln k/dp)130 K supports our above-mentioned interpretati
that the lowk value is not due to unusually strong phonon
phonon scattering. We conclude that these distinctions
ther demonstrate that the implosively formed ice phase
different from the known ones.

It is worth pointing out that except for ice Ic and ice XI
all stable and metastable phases of ice had been discov
by observing changes in their volume and in their dielec
properties at certain pressures and temperatures. The ph
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were then given Roman numbers, their phase boundarie
tablished and the phase diagrams of water constructed
without the aid of diffraction studies—and we recall that,
most cases, this had been done prior to the availability of
x-ray-diffraction measurements. Even now, measuremen
a macroscopic property are preferred for investigating ph
transformations, mainly because unresolvable and subtle
ferences in the crystal structures can cause a large chan
macroscopic properties. Our massive, high pressure as
bly, which is kept under vacuum, does not allowin situ stud-
ies by diffraction methods. It also does not allow rapid co
ing of the sample to;77 K at high pressures an
subsequently extracting the sample at atmospheric pres
rapidly enough to avoid heating above 100 K. Thereforeex
situ diffraction studies of an ice phase at ambient press
could also not be performed in this study. It is worth reit
ating that isothermal pressurization of ice Ih atT.140 K can
yield ice III and/or ice IX,20 but these phases are bulkier th
HDA,1 and even bulkier than the high-density amor
formed here. The only phases whosek has not so far been
studied are ice IV and ice XII, both of which are metastab
These two ice phases were originally obtained by compr
ing liquid water to a pressure within the region of thermod
namic stability of ice V.1

On slow heating at a high pressure, HDA does not tra
form to LDA. Instead it crystallizes to various high pressu
phases of ices, in some cases to a mixture of two hi
pressure phases which remains kinetically stable for a pe
long enough forex situ studies by x-ray diffraction of the
recovered phase at ambient pressure17,21,22andin situ studies
by neutron diffraction at high pressures.19,20Klotz et al.have
reported19,20 that slow heating of HDA over a large pressu
range~0.6–1.5 GPa!, crystallizes it to metastable proton di
ordered phases, and that ice XII is formed in the hig
pressure part of this range. Neutron-diffraction spectra
their Fig. 3 show20 that on heating at a fixed pressure
0.6–0.7 GPa, D2O HDA crystallized to a mixture of ice IV
and XII at 165 K and that the mixture completely convert
to ice IV at 210 K. They also found that on heating in t
1–1.5-GPa range, D2O HDA crystallized to a mixture of ice
VI and ice XII, and, ‘‘...that phase XII exists up to;208 K
in essentially the same crystallographic form as grown fr
the liquid... .’’20 This is in contrast to the phase formed he
that crystallizes at a lower temperature of 198 K to ice VI,
noted in Fig. 2~b!. Klotz et al.20 recognized that smal
amounts of contaminant crystalline phases may act as s
and may change the crystallization behavior. We recall t
equilibrium pressure and temperature of transformation
ice phases for D2O differ from those of H2O, and also that
irreversible crystallization is often determined by the rate
molecular diffusion, which varies with pressure, and the
fore on the heating rate of a solid. This aspect has b
discussed in detail in a recent paper12 with particular refer-
ence to the irreversible conversion of HDA to LDA and t
crystallization of LDA to ice Ic.

In our discussion of the implosively transformed pha
we have cautiously used the crystallization conditions
HDA as a guide. This HDA had been produced at a tempe
ture and pressure different from those in our study, and
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pressure in those studies14,15,19–21had not been known with
the same accuracy as here, and in some studies has no
pear to be corrected for friction in the high-pressure ass
bly. ~Klotz et al.20 estimated accuracy of;0.1 GPa and Salz-
mann et al.21 did not state the accuracy in their pressu
data.! There is also an additional effect due to the long tim
taken for pressurizing, cooling, and heating of the vario
intermediate and final states formed in our study. We a
stress that the distinct~metastable ice! phase in our study had
formedimplosivelyand at pressure–temperature–time con
tions sufficientlydifferent from the conditions in which ice
VI and/or ice XII had formed in the study by Klotzet al.19,20

and by Salzmannet al.21 Rapid heating of HDA at 0.81 GPa
has been known to transform it to ice XII and slow heating
ice IV.21 But in our study, the implosive transformation o
curred at a fixed temperature of;130 K, and it was not
caused by heating. Even so, we do not rule out the possib
that ice IV and XII could have formed because no data
thermal conductivity of these ices are available for compa
son. Kozaet al.,24 who pressurized ice Ih at 130 K at 0.
GPa/min to 1.8 GPa, produced XII. Moreover, it has a
been found that heating of HDA at;0.84–1.09 GPa crystal
lizes it to ice XII ~sometimes mixed with VI!, but not IV.20,22

Therefore we surmize that if a known ice phase were to h
formed in our study, that phase, we cautiously specul
could be ice XII. Until x-ray-diffraction studies have bee
performed, the question about its identity would rema
open. For that reason we do not give a new name to
phase formed here, although we recall that in the 1960s,
VIII ~Ref. 25! and ice IX~Ref. 26! had been named only o
the basis of their different dielectric properties; their x-ra
diffraction studies were performed much later.1 We hope that
the sintered diamond cell currently used as a pressure ve
for high-pressure studies by Klotzet al.19,20 or other high-
pressure diamond cells can be adapted for the purpos
studies under pressure–temperature–time conditions sim
to ours. This would help in unequivocally identifying th
distinct ice phase produced here.

It is also worth pointing out that the internal energy a
structure of the ice phases measuredin situ at high pressures
are expected to differ from those of the same phases m
suredex situat ambient pressure. Sincein situ studies are
expected to provide direct information on the phase diagr
of ices, without the need for extrapolating their metastabi
range, it is desirable to study changes in the properties
such phases at high pressures. For example,in situ transfor-
mation has been known to produce phases different fromex
situ transformations: A variety of high-pressure ice phas
are produced when HDA crystallizesin situ at high
pressures,19–23 but only ice Ic is produced when HDA crys
tallizesex situat ambient pressure.

The low thermal conductivity of the implosively pro
duced ice phase has implications for planetary geology. It
been proposed that high-pressure crystalline phases ma
produced by meteorite impact on the surface of ice satell
and icy planets.27 If the crystalline ice produced here wer
also to form on meteoritic impact in preference to other ic
and were to remain at low temperatures, its low thermal c
ductivity will slow the rate of heat transfer from the interio
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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of the planet to the ice surface. In this respect, we sug
that production of this distinct ice phase may be signific
for planetary geology.
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